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Abstract

Various models of delivery of mental health care services exist to address Behavioral and Psychological Symptoms of Dementia (BPSD) in long term care facilities (LTCF). Outcome data on evaluation of these services is rather limited. A new model of delivery of mental health care services to address BPSD in LTCF was developed based upon results from the outcome evaluation of Comprehensive Geriatric (Medicine) Assessment Teams. The model has been labelled Contemporaneous Model. Results of a Continuous Quality Initiative on the operations of this model are being presented.

Introduction

It is well documented that the population worldwide is aging, with estimates that by 2050 the population over 65 years of age will represent 16% [1] to 21% [2] of the world’s population. As the older population increases so too will the number of older adults experiencing behavioural and psychological symptoms associated with cognitive impairment due to Alzheimer’s disease and dementia, addictions, various mental health problems, and neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s disease [3,4]. Behavioural and psychological symptoms include verbal and physical aggression, resistance to care, disruptive behaviours, disinhibition, agitation, depression, and anxiety [5,6]. Unmanaged, these behaviours are associated with increased Emergency Department visits [7], hospital admissions [8], increased care costs [9] and early institutionalization [10]. It has been estimated that behavioural and psychological symptoms are present in more than 90% of the long-term care home (LTC) residents with moderate to advanced stages of dementia.

The system of care for seniors is ill-prepared to manage the mental health care needs of our aging population. In Canada, over the past ten years, there have been numerous calls for mental health care system transformation and new system-based initiatives in order to better meet the increasing demands for services for seniors both in the community and in LTCHs [11-14]. Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment Teams (CGAT), focusing on the comprehensive assessment of medical, psychosocial, and functional status [15] came into existence in the 1990’s with an initial focus on medical and surgical floors in acute care hospitals and subsequently in the community; where seniors reside. These services focused primarily on the medical and physical needs of the seniors. A meta-analysis of CGAT revealed that only those teams that had adequate integration with the referral teams, controlled medication prescribing and provided extended ambulatory follow-ups were effective in reducing mortality and length of stay, improving function and reducing readmission rates. Identification of unique mental health care needs of the aging population resulted in emergence of geriatric mental health outreach teams which focused primarily on the residents in non-institutional settings. A number of models of care were developed including partnerships between specialized geriatric services and primary care physician (PCP) in their clinics, to provide a shared care approach to assessment and management [16], tertiary care-based multidisciplinary outreach and consultation services emphasizing community and caregiver capacity building, and coordination with local services [17], nurse-led outreach programs [18], and social-worker led multidisciplinary teams [19]. Generally there is a paucity of evaluative evidence of the effectiveness of all models of care of geriatric mental health outreach teams for residents in non-institutional settings. A meta-analysis of the effectiveness of the tertiary care-based community (non-institutional based residents) mental health outreach teams concluded that while there is some evidence demonstrating the effectiveness of these services; the evidence is limited. This analysis found some support for case-finding among isolated older adults and symptom reduction with access to mobile multidisciplinary services. There is no existing evidence of the impact of mental health outreach services on symptom reduction of mental illness on cognition, functioning, prevention of admission to acute mental health units or visit to emergency departments.

The majority of aforementioned published studies on mental health outreach program have been focused on services implemented in non-institutional community settings, with comparatively very few describing services offered in institutional settings such as long-term care facilities (LTCF). For this resident population, there is generally limited access to mental health care services, with residential staff being ill-prepared to manage mental health issues and residents having no or inadequate access to psychiatric consultation [20-22]. The Regional Geriatric Program (RGP) of Toronto, Ontario, Canada, (The RGP is a network of specialized geriatric services that assess and manage older adults with multiple and complex medical, psychosocial and functional needs that collaborate with academic and research institutions to develop and promote best practices in geriatric care), has called for increasing the resources to mental health outreach services to attend to the care needs of the LTCH resident population, with an emphasis on the role of the mental health outreach services not only to reduce the burden of symptoms of mental illnesses, thereby improving function and quality of life, but also to decrease burden of this resident population on acute care hospital systems; especially the emergency department (ED) visits [23]. To this end there was a call for continuous evaluation of these services, on both, qualitative and quantitative measures to determine the efficacy of mental health outreach services and justify their funding [23]. Development of a stronger role for geriatric mental
The operational model of GMHOP consists of ‘shared care’ model of service delivery (transcribing and/or implementing recommendations at the initial and subsequent visits) and until the resolution of the referred index problem. The aim of the HMHOP is to work collaboratively with LTCH staff, integrating itself within the referral teams and functioning as their extension instead of being viewed as an outside team providing clinical services.

Methods

The preliminary evaluation of the GMHOP consisted of a structured survey completed by key informants from LTC of their perceptions of the delivery of this model of care by GMHOP to its residents. Additional, potential outcome included a review of the medical records of 335 resident’s charts on the active case load of GMHOP to determine what percentage of these residents required visits to ED for intervention of BPSD. GMHOP records were reviewed on all the residents on the active case load for the 2013/2014 fiscal year.

Survey of long-term care homes

Of the 24 LTCH within the catchment areas of the GMHOP, 15 were randomly selected to be surveyed. Questions were asked about the extent to which recommendations made by the service addressed the stated presenting problems/concerns (all of the time, most of the time, sometimes, not at all/never), consistency in the provision of follow-up support (yes, no), the extent to which follow-up support addressed the stated presenting problems/concerns (all of the time, most of the time, sometimes, not at all/never), access to GMHOP case managers (all of the time, most of the time, sometimes, never, not applicable), behavioural stability at the time of discharge from the service (all of the time, most of the time, sometimes, not at all/never), resolution of the problem which prompted the initial referral (all of the time, most of the time, sometimes, not at all/never), and the extent to which the GMHOP functioned as an extension of home’s care team (always, most of the time, sometimes, never). Respondents were provided with the option of making comments related to their responses to each question. The survey was administered in-person within the LTCHs by a trained Research Assistant to allow homes to have more than one staff member to contribute to the survey responses as relevant. In one home, the survey was completed with input from three staff members (Director of Care, Assistant Director of Care, Nurse) and in the remaining homes, the survey was completed by one staff member (Directors of Care, N = 13, Nurse, N = 1). This survey was administered in July and August, 2014.

Medical record audit

The medical records of 335 residents who were on the active case load of the GMHOP between April 1, 2013 and March 31, 2014 were reviewed. Data abstracted for this review included patient gender, date of service start, total number of ED visits after service start, and number and reason of ED visits for behavioural issues after service start.

Program record audit

GMHOP records were reviewed to identify the number of LTCH residents, across all homes in the GMHOP catchment area that were on the active caseload from April 1, 2013 and March 31, 2014. Data abstracted from this review included the number of new consultations, number of ongoing cases, total number of client contacts, and total number of face-to-face follow-up visits made by the psychiatrist and case manager together. The data on the telephone contacts made by the CM with the facility staff and the geriatric psychiatrist with referring primary care physician (PCP) was not included.
Data analysis

Quantitative survey and medical record audit data were analyzed using IBM’s SPSS software (IBM Corp, Version 23.0, Armonk, NY: IBM Corp). Descriptive statistics (frequencies, means, standard deviations) were generated for numeric variables. An inductive analysis was used to identify reoccurring themes in the open-ended survey comments. This analysis was conducted by a research assistant and reviewed by the author to confirm saturation and reliability.

Results

Client population and service provision

From April 1, 2013 to March 31, 2014 there were 335 clients on the active GMHOP case load. See Table 1 for details. Of the 335 clients on the GMHOP case load between April 1, 2013 and March 31, 2014, 156 (46.6%) represented new consultations and the remaining clients were ongoing cases (initially referred and assessed prior to April 1, 2013). Response to see the residents was variable and determined by clinical acuity at the time of intake. In total the GMHOP made 1964 face-to-face follow-up visits conducted by the psychiatrist and staff of respective facilities. The psychiatrist also provided telephone consultation to the primary care physicians in all the facilities as well. All of the data on indirect contact is not included in this presentation.

Survey of LTC referral sources

Perceptions of the consultation service: In terms of the ability of stated recommendations to address the concerns that prompted the referral, the key informants from the majority of LTCHs (87%) reported that recommendations addressed specific resident needs, all of the time (47%) or most of the time (40%; Table 2). This was attributed to the clinicians' communication with LTHC staff to further discuss expressed concerns, as reflected in the following comments:

“[Clinician] is very open and listens, and understands.”

“Yes, because [Clinician] takes time and pays attention to detail.”

In cases where it was perceived that that recommendations did not always address their concerns, this was attributed to the multiple and complex issues experienced by residents that are not always clearly documented on the medical chart, and issues do that not respond pharmacological management alone, as reflected in the following comments:

“Often things are not picked up on because they are not noted down or the people are not getting the whole picture of the client.”

“The problems that we have are not always solved by medication changes.”

“Sometimes there are many concerns. So most of the time yes [recommendations address stated concerns], but if there are multiple concerns they might only be able to address them one at a time.”

Although key informants from all of the LTCHs (Table 2) reported that follow-up visits occurred on a regular basis (i.e., every 6 – 8 weeks), key informants from two homes indicated that the time for follow-up was too long, indicating that the complexity of some problems required more frequent visits. As presented in Table 2, key informants from the majority of homes (80%) reported that the recommendations made at follow-up visits addressed initial concerns all of the time.

Key informants from all but one home reported that they had accessed the GMHOP case managers via telephone for follow-up consultation; key informants from one home indicated that they had not yet had an opportunity to avail themselves of this service. It was generally noted that telephone calls are returned in a timely manner, with responses usually within 24 to 48 hours. Related to accessing case managers for changing behavioural risks (e.g., when behaviours escalate or new behaviours are displayed), key informants from the majority of LTCHs (60%) indicated that it was easy to access the case manager all of the time; key informants from five homes reported that given the urgent nature of changing behavioral risks they would access internal resources (on-call physician, Behavioral Supports Ontario team) for an immediate response (Table 2) prior to accessing the GMHOP.
Outcomes Associated with the GMHOP

Generally, key informants from all of the homes reported that consultation recommendations are implemented, initially, usually upon review by the residents PCP, and subsequently, transcribed directly from GMHOP recommendations. Several key informants noted all medication related recommendations are implemented as stated except those where families did not consent. Not all non-drug recommendations were implemented. Barriers to implementing recommendations included inability to read hand written notes in the residents chart or attending PCP decision the non-drug recommendations were not needed at that point in time.

Figure 1 presents interview participants self-reports of the timeframe in which consultation recommendations are fully implemented. Key informants from the majority of LTCHs (N = 13, 87%) reported that recommendations were fully implemented within 24 hours. Two homes noted that those recommendations were fully implemented within 48 hours noting that delays were created when family approval was needed.

Key informants from all of the LTCHs indicated that residents were behaviourally stable at the time of discharge from the GMHOP, either all of the time (80%), or most of the time (20%); it was noted that residents are not likely to be discharged by the GMHOP unless there was confidence in the home that the behaviours were resolved or manageable (Table 3). Similarly, it was reported by key informants from all of the LTCHs, that behavioural concerns identified at the time of referral had resolved by the time of discharge from the service, all of the time (53%), or most of the time (46.7%). The majority of interview participants reported that the GMHOP was able to function as an extension of the LTCH care team, most of the time (27%) or always (67%); only one home reported that the GMHOP did not function in this capacity.

Among the 335 residents whose charts were audited (N = 175), there were 252 ED visits, the majority (88%) of which were for medical issues; 12% of the ED visits were for behavioural issues (Table 4). A total of 22 residents were responsible for the 31 behaviour-related ED visits during this time period, over half of which were primarily due to aggressive behaviour. The majority of these residents (64%) had one visit, while 8 residents had two to three visits.

Discussion

This study has demonstrated that a mental health outreach team, providing comprehensive assessment, care planning, and extended follow-up supports, until the presenting problem at the time of referral is resolved, can be an effective model for managing psychological and behavioural issues in LTCH. The LTCH staff surveyed in this study perceived that the recommendations made by this service addressed their initial concerns and they were able to implement them within 24 hours, reflecting the applicability and relevance of the recommendations. Case managers were easy to access, follow-up recommendations were perceived as addressing identified concerns, and for the most part, issues prompting referral to the service were resolved at the time of diagnosis and residents were deemed behaviourally stable. Most important to this model of care, almost all the surveyed LTCH representatives perceived the HMHOP to function as an extension of their care team, reflecting
the collaborative and integrated approach to service provision. This approach to care is somewhat unique in comparison to others described in literature, in which consults assess residents, provide recommendations, and leave the LTCH to implement recommendation with minimal follow-up support [22,29,30]. Such model of service delivery would be analogous to a PCP referring a frail elderly resident with moderate cardiomyopathy with residual congestive heart failure and tachycardia to a cardiologist. The resident returns to PCP with recommendation for series of investigations and suggested changes to medications. The PCP will endeavor to do their best in following through with recommendations but does not possess the professional training nor the skill set to appreciate all the nuances of such a complex case. Furthermore, is such an approach to care in the best interest of the resident? GMHOP is not only involved in implementation of the necessary investigations and drug recommendations but also remains involved in interpretations of the investigations and assessing outcomes from initial recommendations, suggesting new strategies when the initial ones are not as effective as anticipated. In this respect, integration of the GMHOP within the LTCH care team ensures constant assessment and reassessment of the efficacy of recommendations to ensure a prompt and proactive approach to resolving the issues that prompted referral to the service.

Within this care model, the HMHOP remains involved in the care of the patient until the resolution of the referred index problem while taking complete ownership of the index problem while working collaboratively with LTCH staff to implement recommendations and assess their efficacy. This model of care, in comparison to those models that limit involvement only to consultation and provision of recommendations, is more difficult to deliver for a number of reasons.

Firstly, it requires the attending psychiatrist to maintain medical skills at the same level as a PCP and seek specialty consultations as necessary. The identified medical issues are not simply re-referred to the PCP for ‘medical clearance’ on the issue. Instead, it is the primary responsibility of the attending geriatric psychiatrist to determine as to which of the medical variables are contributory to the behaviours and which ones are simply incidental findings. It must be the responsibility of then behavioral medicine specialist to determine if chronic electrolyte imbalance, glycemic dyscontrol or positive urine growth, as an example, are contributory to the index behavioural problem. Seeking consultations with General Internal Medicine, Endocrinologist or Urologist, respectively, will assist in delivering the highest level of care in the management of these variables. However, the respective specialists, at best, can only speak to the theoretical underpinnings of the relationship between these variables and behaviors in general; not to the specific causality between the two. The behavioral specialist is, and should be, the most appropriate professional to deliberate on the specific causality between medical variables and behaviors and need to position themselves, accordingly.

Secondly, this model of service delivery requires building a strong working relationship between PCP and the HMHOP team to share the management of multiple co-morbidities as they contribute to psychological and behavioural issues. This shared care approach is essential to the process of implementing and evaluating the efficacy of treatment recommendations and revising the treatment plan based on initial outcomes.

There is limited evidence of the effectiveness of mental health outreach services in long-term care settings, both in terms of impact on reducing psychological and behavioural symptoms and impact on reducing use of acute care resources. In this CQI initiative, it was found that the majority of ED visits for residents being served by the HMHOP were for medical issues, with only 12% of ED visits within a 12-month period being due to behavioural issues. This is in direct contrast to other reports which identify the transfers from LTCH to the ED were more than double for mental health issues than medical issues [7]. While it is reasonable to accept that it is not possible to unequivocally attribute the lower proportion of ED visits in this study directly to involvement of the GMHOP. It is, however, reasonable to propose the unique model of delivery of care, open and easy access to every member of the team, and, particularly follow-up support to manage ongoing behavioural issues may have offered staff a viable alternative care option other than to transferto the ED. More research is needed, particularly using experimental methods, to elucidate the role of the GMHOP model of care in reducing acute care utilization and support LTCH to manage severe and complex mental health issues independently. Future evaluation of HMHOP will aim for a more comprehensive assessment of the structural properties and processes of care, consistent with recommended frameworks for assessing quality of care [31].

There are a number of limitations to this study. As the LTCH survey was administered in-person, limited resources precluded the inclusion of all 24 homes in this study. While this could potentially pose a threat to the validity of this study, this is likely minimal as the 15 homes participating in this study were randomly selected and represented a 63% of the homes in the area. Similarly, limited resources precluded a comprehensive review of the charts of all of the residents that received service from the GMHOP, though the charts were randomly selected and represented a little half of those served within the fiscal year. While it is acknowledged that more rigorous research methodologies such as randomized or quasi-experimental designs would provide more conclusive evidence on the outcomes associated the GMHOP, the use of these types of methodologies were not possible in this study and generally are lacking in the literature. Funding and resources allocation for the GMHOP as provided by the government is directed at service provision to this vulnerable population, which did not allow for formation of comparison or control groups not accessing the service or more in-depth evaluation of potential outcomes over time. Despite these limitations, this study provides a preliminary understanding of the potential effectiveness of the HMHOP model of care.
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